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Evidence-based developmental format promotes
comprehension, executive function skills, and self-regulation.
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“The format very cleverly builds in repetition of vocabulary and science
concepts in a way that involves the reader in problem-solving strategies
and thinking activities that neurodiverse students need to learn to use.” 

                    -Linda Hodgdon, CCC-SLP, Author: Visual Strategies
                                                            for Improving Communication

Author: Nancy Roop

Stephen visits The Big Aquarium, and he
is excited to be close to the wild sea
animals. He considers touching a skate,
but his body feels so scared that he is
shaking all over. He retreats to the frogs
and feels so much calmer. His friend,
Alex, makes a plan with Jordan, to
portray Stephen’s adventure with a
research report and story!

Neurodiverse
Reluctant/struggling
Needs adult support
English language learner

Foreword Clarion Review:
"The characters’ thoughts are also captured
in bubbles that add humor to the story. "

Booklife Review:
“Each character provides young
readers with a new lesson.”


